ACRONYM IX  Round 5 Tossups
1. 
After failing to fit in at his father and brothers' workplace, this character is hired for a
project that parodies a real life one by John Galliano. This character is the namesake of a
New York learning institution whose roof resembles a book. This man's use of Ferrari
and
Le Tigre are criticized by a man who invented the piano key necktie. After some of his
friends are killed in a gasoline fight, this nonambiturner struggles to give a "eugoogly." For 10
points, name this former rival of Hansel, a Ben Stillerportrayed male model.
ANSWER: Derek 
Zoolander
2. 
The most commonly used version of this phrase was recorded by Young Busco. One
viral use of this phrase was set to the tune of the 
Jurassic Park
theme and photoshopped
certain items onto multiple dinosaurs. When Michael Jordan was
asked this question at a
school assembly, he responded that he was "lost on that Vine stuff" and gave an answer of "29
lows." A viral video depicted an unsuspecting police officer being asked, for 10 points, what
obnoxious question regarding his choice of footwear?
ANSWER: 
What are those?
3. 
One group in this TV series speaks the English language variant Trigedasleng. One
character in this series, who was kept secret due to a onechild policy, is devastated
when an acid fog kills her love interest Atom. While exploring what used to be Virginia,
this show's title characters encounter several tribes near
Mount Weather known as
Grounders. For 10 points, name this CW series in which a conglomerated space station sends a
group of 'delinquents' exploring Earth, which is made up of the title number of people.
ANSWER: The 
100
[this is apparently pronounced 'The Hundred', but 'The One Hundred' is fine]
4. 
One developer of this game uses a marsupial with wings as an official portrait. This
game was originally named HyperTheticals and its creators included a copy of Slap45
with one of its holiday promotions. This game's creators' other strange promotions have
included selling both cow
feces and literally nothing for Black Friday. A winning play in this
game is chosen by the "Card Czar", who picks a favorite white card. For 10 points, name this
"party game for horrible people" that resembles a crude version of Apples to Apples.
ANSWER: 
Cards Against Humanity
5. 
In 2015, this team briefly hired Jen Welter as a linebackers coach. As of 2015, this was
the only franchise to have two quarterbacks who played at USC, one of which is their
backup Matt Barkley. One coach of this team angrily noted that the Bears "are w
ho we
thought they were" a year before being replaced by Ken Whisenhunt. A former defensive back
with this team was killed in 2004 in Afghanistan. Pat Tillman played for, for 10 points, what NFL
franchise featuring Larry Fitzgerald and based at University of Phoenix Stadium?
ANSWER: 
Arizona
Cardinals

[accept either]
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6. 
One character in this novel posits that having a child's legs is better than having a
child's brain. Though it’s not 
The Maze Runner,a faction in this book known as
"Greenies" occupy the house Welle and can manipulate plants. This book’s protagonist
grows up in the Stilts as a pickpocket, but is forced to pose as M
areena after she
demonstrates electrokinetic powers despite not having silver blood. Mare Barrow is the
protagonist of, for 10 points, what Victoria Aveyard book whose cover depicts a bloody crown?
ANSWER: 
Red Queen
7. 
Person 
and
action required. At certain times, this person performs this action while
accompanied by Tanisha Scott, and it occurs before and after the same person plays air
drums on a staircase. This performer of this action is sometimes seen doing it while
wearing a blue turtleneck or a
hoodie with an owl on it. It is largely done in a colorfully lit room
and accompanied with lyrics like "you used to call me on my cell phone." For 10 points, name
this action performed by a certain Canadian rapper in the video for "Hotline Bling."
ANSWER: 
Drake
dancing

[prompt on partial answers; accept Aubrey G
raham
dancing

]
8. 
In one film, a lawyer suddenly makes this r
ealization
after being told "it's what I do that
defines me." Another film explains that a young John Blake made this deduction after its
subject visited him at an orphanage. In a third film, accountant Coleman 
Reese deduces
this after stumbling upon blueprints to a certain vehicle, and then tries to use his knowledge of
this to blackmail Lucius Fox. Alfred Pennyworth is also aware of, for 10 points, what surprisingly
difficulttodeduce fact regarding the identity of a caped crusader?
ANSWER: deducing that 
Bruce Wayne is Batman
[accept clear equivalents such as f
iguring
out who Batman is
; prompt on just ‘Batman’ or ‘Bruce Wayne’]
9. 
In 2002, this man relinquished his general managing duties to R.C. Buford. This man
replaced Bob Hill in his current role and previously coached at Pomona College. This
coach feigned frustration in talking about his beard to an NBA TV
reporter and was fined in
2012 for sitting four of his star players for a televised game. This coach, who hired the NBA's
first female fulltime assistant, claimed to have offered his children to LaMarcus Aldridge, who
signed with his team in 2015. For 10 points, name this head coach of the San Antonio Spurs.
ANSWER: Gregg 
Popovich
10. 
According to his official website, this character's first TV appearance was during a
commercial for the car dealership Insane Auto. In some episodes, this character is
replaced by a similar one named Ted. This character once wondered "I wonder if Mike
Rowe is hiring" and has a 
“family” of Simulaids. This character was first introduced to take the
place of a beretwearing man who was unwilling to sit on an exploding toilet. For 10 points,
name this test dummy employed by Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman.
ANSWER: 
Buster
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11. 
In 2012, Mitt Romney was criticized when his advisor likened his campaign platform
to one of these devices. These devices were first marketed under the name "Telecran,"
and its 'classic model' affixes the word 'Magic' to the beginning of its name. These toys
are manufactured by the
Ohio Art Company and their inner surfaces contain a stylus
connected to two rods that are moved to manipulate an aluminum powder. For 10 points, name
these redframed drawing devices that can be erased via shaking.
ANSWER: 
Etch A Sketch
12. 
A tradition at these events dictates that one participating group must cook a
barbecue for all the others; in 2015, that was done by Boymeetsworld. This series of
events offers a "Reverse Daycare" in which the parents of young attendees can stay in a
special tent. A girl that the singer met at this
Kevin Lymanfounded festival is the subject of
"The Rock Show" by Blink182. Its 2015 iteration featured performances by Asking Alexandria
and Black Veil Brides. For 10 points, name this punk and rock festival sponsored by Vans.
ANSWER: Vans 
Warped Tour
13. 
Description acceptable. In 2013, Houston Community College Board member Dave
Wilson performed this action to get elected, making use of random stock photos.
Journalist Shaun King was alleged to have done this after questions arose about his
birth
father. In 2015, the parents of a now former community leader declared their daughter had
done this, providing old photos of her with blue eyes and blonde hair as evidence. For 10 points,
name this action taken by Rachel Dolezal, the disgraced former leader of the Spokane NAACP.
ANSWER: 
pretending to be black
[or reasonable equivalents; prompt on answers such as
'lying about race' that don't specify black/African Americanness]
14. 
In a 2014 film cowritten by this actress, she played a former restaurant worker on a
road trip with her grandmother, played by Susan Sarandon. This actress played the
vulgar Boston police officer Shannon Mills in one of several of her appearances in films
by Paul Feig.
In another Feig comedy, she plays Susan Cooper, who watches helplessly via a
hidden camera as her partner is shot, leading to her personally being sent on a CIA mission. For
10 points, name this star of the films 
The Heat
and 
Spy
, as well as TV’s 
Mike and Molly.
ANSWER: Melissa 
McCarthy
15. 
This fictional planet was said by a real scientist to be orbiting the star LHS 2520 in the
constellation Corvus. In one continuity, one of this planet's moons was destroyed when a
scientist accidentally hit it with a missile. An ethnic minority on this planet is centralized
on its Vathlo Island. Cities on this planet include Argo City and 
Kandor, which was bottled
and recovered by a hero known as this planet's "last son" because he was sent to Earth before
its destruction. For 10 points, name this home planet of Superman.
ANSWER: 
Krypton
[do not accept or prompt on ‘Kryptonite’]
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16. 
As of January 2016, the CBS drama N
CIS
is in this numbered season. Stewart
Townsend played the title CIA agent in a shortlived drama series titled for this number.
Due to previous civilizations being wiped out, the citizens of Earth are said to be in a
colony of this number on
Battlestar Galactica.On a medical drama, Remy Hadley asks to be

known by this number, which also identifies a building in South Dakota that houses supernatural
artifacts; that series is named for a "Warehouse." For 10 points, name this “unlucky” number.
ANSWER: 
13
[or 
XIII
]
17. 
In one ad campaign for this restaurant, customers could win $5,000 by finding the
nerdy character Herb dining in one of its locations. Kid Vid, Wheels, and Jaws appear in
ads for this restaurant's kids' meals. Actor Jerry Lambert appears in recent ads for this
company as a 
debate participant who scoffs at cheap nuggets. The namesake items of this
restaurant, which also sells the "Yumbo" ham and cheese sandwich and chicken fries, are
proudly flamebroiled and not fried. For 10 points, name this home of the Whopper.
ANSWER: 
Burger King
18. 
Unlike in high school, players in this 2015 game can never be graded lower than a C.
One mode in this game, whose maps include one on Hammerhead Bridge, centers
around a totem called the Rainmaker. The final boss in another mode of this game is the
gold helmetwearing DJ Octavio.
Sheldon, a crab, owns a store in this game's Booyah Base,
where players acquire weapons like the Dynamo Roller and Squiffer. Octo Valley is the setting
of, for 10 points, what Wii U game in which players color arenas and transform into squids?
ANSWER: 
Splatoon
19. 
A 1975 single with this name was the greatest hit by vocalist Neil Sedaka. A 2013
album with this name featured a single named for 
Twin Peaks
character Laura Palmer.
That album's title track has a chorus that pleads "won't you let" the
title substance "dry?"
Another song with this name had a music video which starred Hayley Williams as the Crimson
Curse and the song’s singer as Catastrophe. That song’s chorus claims that "now we've got" the
title substance. For 10 points, give this title shared by songs by Bastille and Taylor Swift.
ANSWER: 
Bad Blood
[prompt on ‘Bad Blood’]
20. 
This is the nickname of the athletic teams from the Division II Davis & Elkins College,
as well as a minor league baseball team based in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. In both 1960
and 1971, a Major League Baseball team with this name
moved to a different city; the latter
of those teams became the Texas Rangers. An active hockey team with this name is captained
by Erik Karlsson. For 10 points, give this team name shared by two former baseball teams that
played in Washington DC and a current NHL team based in Ottawa.
ANSWER: 
Senators
[accept answers that also include Ottawa, Washington, Harrisburg, etc.]

